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Abstract
This paper is a comparative pragmalinguistic, sociopragmatic study of L2 request
performance between learners in - open and classical learning settings in Palestine. With the
assumption that learners in both settings are driven by their L1 speech norms (L1
interference), the researcher tried to explain learners’ English language performance both
pragmalinguistically, in regards to the level of indirectness and types of modification, and
sociopragmatically, in regards to the impact of social parameters (status, distance and degree
of imposition) on the level of indirectness and amount of modification. Since English and
Arabic are distinct linguistically and culturally, the researcher tried to explain the extent of
such influence with reference to language learning in both settings. The study was carried out
at Al-Quds Open University (QOU) and the Arab American University (AAUJ) in Palestine.
Discourse completion task (DCT) was used to collect relevant data, which were analyzed both
quantitatively and qualitatively. The findings suggested that while QOU learners approximate
L1 requesting norms pragmalinguistically and socipragmaically, AAUJ learners tend to play
it safe through preference for norms that are less face threatening and more conforming to
the English language traditions. The differences between the request performance of both
groups of L2 learners could be attributed to the different methods of instruction and language
learning policies at both universities. The study recommends a greater emphasis on face-toface meetings and the application of more interactive media for teaching and learning
English as a foreign language in the open education settings.
Keywords: Interlanguage pragmatics, Open Learning, Competence, Pragmalinguistics,
Sociopragmatics
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Introduction
Interlanguage pragmatics (ILP henceforth) is an interdisciplinary field of study that combines
pragmatics and language learning. ILP has been defined as “the study of non-native speakers'
comprehension, production and acquisition of linguistic action in L2” (Kasper, 1995, p.141)
or the study of “non-native speakers' use and acquisition of L2 pragmatic knowledge” (Kasper
and Rose, 1999, p.81). The field examines the speakers‟ ability to adapt to the situation and
interlocutors‟ demands, determining whether it is acceptable to perform a speech act in a
given situation and, if yes, selecting one or more semantic formulas that would be appropriate
in the realization of the given speech act (Cohen, 1996).
When it comes to pragmatic transfer (L1 interference), interlanguage pragmatics distinguishes
between learners' pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic abilities. Pragmalinguistics, according
to Leech (1983), is the linguistic resources a language encompasses to express a certain
illocutionary force. Sociopragmatics, on the other hand, is the “sociological interface of
pragmatics” (Leech, 1983, p. 10), or the influence social norms and values have on the choice
of linguistic forms to perform a particular illocutionary act. Based on such distinction and in
reference to language learning, Thomas (1983) made a distinction between what he called
pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic failures. Pragmalinguistic failure is conventional and
can be avoided with more attention by language learners to grammar, vocabulary and
pronunciation. Sociopragmatic failure, on the other hand, relates to the transfer of L1 social
and cultural norms into L2. This kind of transfer could be harmful and face threatening when
it violates the L2 socio-cultural norms, eventually leading to misunderstanding and negative
stereotyping.
This paper is a comparative cross-sectional case study of language performance at Al-Quds
Open University (QOU henceforth) and Arab American University (AAUJ henceforth) in
Palestine as different education settings. The paper will examine levels of indirectness and
modification in the learners' pragmalinguistic performance of requests and these learners'
perception of the social variables of status, distance and imposition with reference to
instruction policies at both universities.
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Keegan (1990, 1998) outlines five demarcation lines between open education and traditional
teaching and learning; namely the quasi-permanent separation between learners and teacher,
planning and preparation of learning material, the use of technical media, the provision of
two-way communication, and the quasi-absence of learning groups. Students at QOU can
attend, though voluntarily, a limited number of face-face-face meetings; almost one-fourth of
the number of meetings at a traditional university. Group discussions and two-way
communication between students and teachers at QOU are present only through the limited
number of meetings, often in the form of lectures. The Open University in Palestine is more
faithful to the second line, which provides more organized and highly planned reading
materials. Students at the QOU can develop a self-dependent mode of learning. Technology
has to bridge the gap resulting from the distance between the teacher and student in time and
place. This technology, however, is crippled and unable to fully perform its role due to some
possible factors, such as an unreliable internet connection, unavailability of internet
connection for some students in their homes, weak computer skills and low incentives by
teachers to choose blended or online learning (Ghanem and Hamayil, 2011). Traditional
learning and teaching, on the other hand, is characterized by more face-to-face meeting,
greater role of group discussion and no separation between teacher and learners, with more
choices on the study materials and less application of online learning and interactive media.
Under such different circumstances, it becomes necessary to show the extent to which each
university group approximates L1 performance of requests in their L2 pragmalinguistically
and sociopragmatically so as to test the effectiveness of open education in teaching/learning
English as a foreign language. To this end, the study will try to answer the following
questions:
- To what extent do L2 learners at the QOU and AAUJ differ in their performance of
requesting according to level of indirectness and modification (pragmalinguistics)?
- How do the variables status, distance and degree of imposition (individually and
combined) influence the level of indirectness and amount of modification in the
performance of requesting by QOU and AAUJ students (sociopragmatics)?

Literature Review
A wealth of research has studied interlanguage pragmatics in formal instruction settings
(consider Trosborg, 1995; Gass and Houck, 1999; Barron, 2003; Schauer, 2009, among
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others), but very few studies have considered distance or online learning (see Adinolfi, 2011).
None, however, to the best of the researcher's knowledge, has ever tried to bring together the
open education and the traditional one in a study that investigates pragmatic differences and
L1 interference in Palestine. One important study is Trosborg (1995). Trosborg outlined the
realization patterns, use of strategy, and adaptation of strategy according to the
sociopragmatic parameters of dominance, distance, and degree of imposition used by native
speakers of Danish, Danish learners of English, and native speakers of English in their
performance of requests, complaints, and apology. Trosborg elicited her data by means of
role-play in the form of a dyadic conversation. In request, Trosborg found differences
between Danish and English native speakers‟ realization patterns. In her words, “learners
requests were less prepared, less well supported, etc. in comparison with native speakers of
English (NSs-E) requests” (1995: 306). For example, learners were found to produce a
smaller quantity of requests compared to NSs-E. As NSs-E were found to be more reluctant in
the production of requests, Trosborg concluded that non-native speakers of English language
(NNSs-E) were influenced by their mother tongue in the number of requests produced.
However, not every shortcoming was attributable to mother tongue interference. NNSs-E
were found to under-use internal modification patterns despite the fact that no significant
differences were found between NSs-E and NSs-D.
Other studies have investigated other languages, such as Korean, Spanish, and Dutch. A study
by Byon (2004), for example, approached American learners of Korean (KFL), Korean native
speakers, and American English native speakers‟ performance of requests. The study used a
DCT, and the data were analysed descriptively to pinpoint any sociopragmatic peculiarities in
KFL performance of request. The use of requestive norms was found to be consistent with
their mother tongue (English). Another study by le Pair (2002) investigated request in Spanish
and Dutch learners of Spanish. The study showed Spanish native speakers to use more direct
strategies than Dutch learners of Spanish.
The use of modifiers has been investigated in a study by Economidou-Kogetsidis (2008). The
study presented internal and external mitigation in interlanguage request in English and Greek
first to find evidence of mother tongue interference and second to reveal the roles of status,
distance, and imposition in the use of mitigation by language learners. The results showed that
language learners deviated in their use of mitigators from target language standards due to
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mother tongue interference as both languages have different politeness orientations and
different sociopragmatic/pragmalinguistic means in expressing request.
In Arabic, very few studies have been conducted on pragmatic transfer in request
performance. A very recent study in Arabic by Al-Ali and Alawneh (2010) compared
mitigation made by American English native speakers versus mitigation made by Jordanians
learning English. Using a DCT by 45 native speakers of American English and 45 Jordanian
learners of English, the study identified performance differences between the two groups in
the structure, type, frequency, and linguistic realization of the act of requesting. The study
also reported some cultural differences, specifically in the subjects' responses to higher status
interlocutors. While American responses were found more individualistic and less formal,
Jordanian learners‟ responses were collective and more formal.
One last study by Adinolfi (2012) considered request chunks in the open education setting.
Adinolfi studied the insights the tracking of input/output might contribute to the acquisition of
chunks of 36 learners on an Open University beginners‟ Spanish course. The chunk used for
investigation was requestive (“Can you repeat that?”). The study revealed the important role
for the classroom input and output in respect of the same sequence. It also found a correlation
between frequency of overall exposure and the learners‟ tendency to attempt the chunk. This
study, with a particular focus on open education, underpins the importance of instruction in
language learning, thus portending the influence the different instructional settings could have
on the performance of speech acts, such as requesting. What appears to be missing is a more
comprehensive consideration of different teaching environments and their influence on
language performance, the main scope of this study.

Participants
The participants in this study were divided into four groups, two controlling groups of native
speakers (Palestinian Arabic and British English) and two groups of language learners (QOU
and AAUJ learners). This study approached only female participants as the majority of
language learners in both universities were females. Only very few male students were
amongst the participants who responded to the test. For this reason, and to make the study
population more homogenous by eliminating the gender variable, male students were
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excluded from the study. Native speakers of Palestinian Arabic were 45 participants with an
average age of 19.6 years old. The participants in this group came from different places to
study at the AAUJ. Native speakers of British English were 44 participants with an average
age of 20.7 years old, all were students at Lancaster University and the University of
Cumbria. Palestinian language learners of English were 56 female participants from both
universities, 29 participants from the QOU with an average age of 25.3 years old and 27
participants from the AAUJ with an average age of 21.3 years old. The average age of the
QOU participants was higher as students who join the QOU are usually older, especially those
who can strike a balance between work and education. Language learners from both
universities were senior students who had almost finished all the requirements and were
working on their final graduation projects.

Instrument
The data were collected using a DCT used before by Abuarrah (2013). According to Kasper
and Dahl (1991), the DCT is a written questionnaire that is made of short situational
descriptions. Data are collected naturally in authentic conversations (cf. Wolfson, 1981, 1986;
Kasper, 2000; Bella, 2011). Authentic observation, however, may yield some blemishes with
regard to controlling social variables, such as status, distance and degree of imposition.
Besides, there is no guarantee that authentic data would yield enough responses of the speech
acts under study, and, data, if collected naturally, would be time-consuming and might not be
comparable between Palestinian Arabic and British English. Still, comparable data are
necessary given the comparative interlanguage focus of this research (cf. Beebe and
Cumming, 1996, Kasper, 2000).

After interviewing a number of speakers in both languages to identify some of the most
recurring requesting situations they encounter in their lives, the researcher established a DCT
with nine scenarios (table 1). To increase the DCT validity , each scenario was fully related to
the contextual details necessary for an informant to give more possible, natural, and
communicative request responses. I used the questions proposed by Hymes (1972), about
naturalness and appropriacy in his article „On Communicative Competence‟ to assure the
occurrence, naturalness and appropriacy of the situations before language users and learners
had to respond to them. A professional translator back translated the Arabic version into
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English while two native speakers of English read this translation and compared it with the
English version (see Appendices A and B). The two versions showed to be culturally and
linguistically acceptable and comparable. Informants had to evaluate the variables of status,
distance and degree of imposition after they had responded to each scenario.

Table 1: Request situations according to status and distance distribution.

Value

Situation

-

Equal and Familiar

A friend asking for money to pay his/her share of bill (or
taxi fare in the Arabic version as this occurs more often in
Arabic).

-

Low and Stranger

A student asking his/her supervisor to slow down, and
explain some technical terms.

-

Low and Familiar

A student asking his/her professor for a term paper deadline
extension.

-

Equal and Stranger

A student asking his/her classmate for some paper.

-

High and Acquaintance

A team leader asking two of his/her team members for a
pen.

-

Equal and Acquaintance

Asking a friend‟s friend to move aside in a cinema/in a
cafeteria (in the Arabic version).

-

High and Familiar

A private tutor asking his/her teenage student for a glass of
water.

-

High and Strange

A lecturer asking one of his/her students to turn off her
mobile phone.

-

Low and Acquaintance

A student asking his/her professor to be allowed to leave an
hour earlier.

Procedure
L1 and L2 data were collected at the AAUJ and QOU in Palestine and Lancaster University
and the University of Cumbria in England. At the QOU and AAUJ, the DCT was distributed
in class and students were given 30 minutes to respond to the test items. Students at Lancaster
University and the University of Cumbria were asked to fill in the DCT in their free time
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while in the library or the learning zone1 because of limited access to running classrooms. The
researcher picked native speakers randomly from both universities. Informants (L1 and L2)
were required to provide information about their native language, age, gender, country, and
year of study. The researcher stayed in the vicinity of the participants during data collection to
answer any questions that could arise or to clarify the variables of status, distance and degree
of imposition.

Analysis
Following the scales used in Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) and Trosborg (1995), the responses
were classified according to the level of indirectness, ranging from the most direct, such as
elliptical phrases, to the least direct, such as hints and availability questions. Direct strategies
show the true intention of the speaker; they explicitly express the intended meaning
performed in the form of a speech act. Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984), Blum-Kulka et al.
(1989), and Trosborg (1995) classified requests by degree of directness into three main
categories:

1. The most explicit, syntactically marked requests (Direct requests).
2. Conventionally indirect requests that are conventionally realized with reference
to certain „contextual preconditions‟ in a certain language.
3. Non-conventional indirect requests or „hints‟ which are realized through either
a reference to the elements necessary for the application of request or the
contextual elements needed for the comprehension of the request.

Modification patterns were introduced by Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984), Blum-Kulka,
House and Kasper (1989), Trosborg (1995). Modifiers were categorized according to their
position in the utterance, either internal (downgraders) or external (supportive moves). The
table below demonstrates the kind of syntactic and lexical downgraders used in the coding of
the study data.

1

The Learning Zone is a facility in the center of the university where students can relax and work solely or in groups.
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Table 2: Downgraders and supportive moves used in making requests

Downgraders
Interrogatives

Negatives.

Tag questions

Past tense.
Embedded „if‟ clause

ing forms

Conditionals

Modals

Agent avoider

Consultative devices.
Understaters.
Hedges.
Downtoners.
Scopestaters.
Politeness markers
Minus committers

41

Examples from the data
-

Could you open the door?

- [mumkin tiftaħ ilbab?]
- I suppose you couldn‟t open the door, could you?
-

[ma bidak tiftaħ ilbab?]

-

(see the previous example)

-

[iftaħ ilnaba, btiqdar?]

-

I was wondering if you could open the door)

-

No examples

-

(see the previous example)

-

No examples

-

(Would you mind opening the door?)

-

No examples

-

(Is it alright if I go first?

-

[lao samaħti ?iða mumkin tiʕt i:ni ʃwayet awraq aktub
ʕali:ha]

-

Could ….

-

[mumkin …..]

-

(Can I be excused for some time?)

-

No examples

- (Would you mind…)
- [?iða btiftaħ ilbab bakoon mamno:nlak?]
- (a bit, a little)
- [ʃwi]
- (somehow)
- [yaʕni]
- (Perhaps…)
- [maʕaliʃ]
- (I am afraid)
- [kunt xayef akoon azʕtak…]
- (please)
- [lao samaðt]
- (I think, I believe
- [kunt afakir ?iða kan mumkin …]
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Continued ----Table 2: Downgraders and supportive moves used in making requests

Supportive Moves Examples from the data
Alerters
- (Excuse me)
- [ʕafwan]
Preparators
- ( Could I ask you a favour)
- [mumkin ?at lub t alab?]
Pre-head
- (I left my wallet at home, could I have £20 to pay my share of the bill?)
grounders.
- [nisi:t daftari fi ilbeit, mumkin waraqa?]
Post-head
- (could I borrow £20, I left my wallet at home?)
grounders
- [mumkin waraqa? nisi:t daftari fi ilbeit]
Disarmers
- (I know it is tight, but could I borrow some money to pay my share of the bill?)
- [baʕrif inak maʃɣo:l, bas mumkin ….]
Expressions of
- (thanks)
thanks/appreciation - [ʃukran]
Cost-minimizers
- (could I borrow some money to pay my share of the bill, I‟ll pay you back when we
…)
Apology
- No examples
- [?ana baʕtaðir]

The linear regression analysis and Spearman‟s correlation coefficients were performed in
order to show the level of indirectness and amount of modifications related to status, distance,
and degree of imposition. Examples from students' responses are also considered for
descriptive analysis of L1 interference in the performance of requests.

Level of Indirectness
The general level of indirectness is an important indication of pragmatic transfer in L2
performance. As can be noticed from table 3 below, the level of indirectness performed by
QOU L2 is strikingly similar to the level of indirectness performed by PA L1 speakers ( Mean
= 7.92, SD=3.1 and 8.05, SD=3.6, respectively). Both groups performed less indirect requests
than BE L1 and AAU L2. BE L1 responses and the AAU L2 responses on the other hand
showed similar levels of indirectness. Both performed more indirect responses (Mean =9.44,
SD=2.3 and 9.17, SD=2.06, respectively). Based on such differences, QOU L2 is the least
indirect, followed by PA L1. AAUJ L2 comes third, followed by BE L1as the most indirect.
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Table 3: Levels of indirectness in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

9.44

2.35

8.05

3.64

7.92

3.15

9.17

2.06

The linear regression test results suggested that the parameters of status, distance and degree
of imposition are more determinant in PA L1 and QOU L2 level of indirectness (r =.301, p =
.000 and .220, p = .013, respectively) than in BE L1 and AAUJ (respectively, r = .194, p =
.010 and .118, p = .458). QOU language learners‟ consideration of status is thus found to be
almost consistent with PA L1. The level of indirectness in both groups (PA L1 and OU L2) is
concurrently increasing with the status of the addressee according to the correlation test (PA,
r = .176, p = .003; OU, r = .167, p=.013). As indicated in the table given below, means of
indirectness between PA L1 and QOU L2 are comparable at the different degrees of
interlocutor‟s increasing status. In high status communication (S>H), for example, PA L1
demonstrates a mean of 6.77, SD=4.43. While QOU L2 learners demonstrate a mean
difference of 0.25 from PA L1, AAUJ L2 learners show higher and more substantial mean
difference (2.28). The difference between QOU and PA L1 starts to diminish in equal status
(S=H) and low status (S<H) scenarios (respectively, 0.22 and 0.16). AAUJ L2, on the other
hand, demonstrates larger mean differences in comparison to PA L1 in communication with
equal and low status scenarios (respectively, 1.04 and 0.64).
Table 4: Level of indirectness according to status in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

High

9.05

2.53

6.77

4.43

7.03

7.03

8.81

2.22

Equal

9.06

2.12

8.45

3.63

8.22

8.22

9.49

2.12

Low

10.11

2.28

8.52

2.86

8.35

8.35

9.17

1.83

Distance has a secondary role to status as a marker of pragmatic transfer in L2 performance of
level of indirectness. QOU L2 is the only group that significantly correlated the level of
increasing distance to the degree of indirectness (r = .174, p=.010). PA L1, BE L1, and AAUJ
L2 established relatively similar curves. While the three groups show a moderate fall in
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degree of indirectness in communication with acquaintances, communication with strangers
displays a higher level of indirectness (see table 5 below).
Imposition positively affected indirectness in BE L1, PA L1 and QOU L2, but not AAUJ L2
responses. While level of indirectness increased proportionally with the degree of imposition
in the first three groups, AAUJ L2 responses showed a slight decline in level of indirectness
with the increasing degree of imposition.

Table 5: Level of indirectness according to distance in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Familiar

9.85

2.04

7.80

3.81

7.27

3.68

9.26

2.34

Acquaintance

9.01

2.75

7.50

3.65

7.90

2.81

9.05

2.21

Stranger

9.64

2.06

8.71

3.44

8.61

2.75

9.20

1.46

Table 6: Level of indirectness according to Imposition in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Non-imposing

9.30

2.22

7.44

4.02

7.71

3.47

9.38

2.01

Imposing

9.64

2.48

9.09

2.60

8.06

2.90

9.05

2.08

In sum, pragmatic transfer is more apparent in QOU L2 through a similar variation of level of
indirectness, particularly according to speaker‟s status. AAUJ L2, on the other hand,
demonstrates a more flat level of indirectness following status, and a counter behaviour
according to degree of imposition showing more deviation from PA L1 requesting norms. The
following section will try to find further evidence of pragmatic transfer in the number and
kind of modifiers; and the sociopragmatic perception of status, distance, and degree of
imposition.
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Modification
The following section will try to explain pragmatic transfer pragmalinguistically and
sociopragmatically. Pragmalinguistically, the study will examine the kind of modifiers and
amount of modification according to the parameters of status, distance and degree of
imposition.

Downgraders
Language learners from both universities used a number of downgraders, some more
frequently, such as questions and politeness markers. The use of questions, as appears in the
table below, exhibits L1 interference in QOU L2 as both groups were comparable (QOU,
70%; PA L1, 70.6%). AAUJ L2 demonstrates explicit deviations from mother tongue norms
approximating BE L1 (AAU L2, 89.4%; BE L1, 86.3%). The second most frequently used
modifier is that of politeness markers. Similarly, QOU L2 demonstrates an approximately
similar rate to PA L1 (QOU L2, 60%; PA L1, 56.5%). On the other hand, AAUJ L2 and BE
L1 responses are very similar; both exhibiting almost the same frequencies (respectively 37%
and 36.5%).
AAUJ and QOU L2 learners demonstrate a more frequent and unconstrained use of modal
verbs. AAUJ L2 employs the highest proportion of all groups (83.6%). The large number of
modals could be attributed to the large number of conventionally indirect strategies (e.g. can
you, could you, would you, etc.). BE L1, PA L1 and QOU L2 use modals well comparably
with a slight increase in QOU L2 responses.
Some downgraders are not used in PA L1 responses; however, a closer look at such modifiers
reveals the extent to which language learners in both groups (QOU and AAU) cognitively
echo PA L1 speech performance. PA, for example, does not employ any past tense forms as
downgraders like BE. L1, however, is present in QOU L2 and AAUJ L2 learners‟
performance of past tense. PA L1 does not employ an equivalent to the English past modal
could for modification.
Nevertheless, it uses the modal [mumkin] (is it possible/can) to signify future time through a
present tense. The use of the past tense modal, could, preponderates in BE L1, QOU L2 and
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AAUJ L2 use of conventionally indirect requests. The frequency of modals‟ occurrence in
QOU L2 is about 66.8% of the general proportion of responses in this group; QOU L2
learners only employ relatively less than half of this figure as past forms (24.1%). The
number of past tense cases in comparison to the general number of modals in QOU L2
indicates the mother tongue interference by showing the learners' preference for the present
modal can. AAUJ L2, despite being very comparable to BE L1 use of past forms,
demonstrates similar mother tongue interference by showing a large gap between frequency
of modals (83.6%) and past tense forms (47.1). However, the large number of modals used by
AAUJ L2 would make it difficult to predict whether AAUJ L2 learners were actually aware
of the function of could as a softening device or not. In BE L1, on the other hand, the
difference between the proportion of modals (64.9%) and past forms (51.5%) is very small.
These figures show that English speakers employ less can modals than L2 learners; and that
L2 learners use can modals more frequently probably because the past form of can modal
does not exist in their L1 (Arabic).

Table 7: Downgraders in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Questions

256

86.3

199

70.6

154

70

169

89.4

Negatives

3

1

0

0

1

0.5

1

0.5

Past Tense

154

51.5

0

0

53

24.1

89

47.1

Conditionals

38

12.7

46

16.3

20

9.1

11

5.8

Embedding

12

4

0

0

0

0

1

0.5

„ing‟ form

16

5.4

0

0

2

0.9

0

0

Modals

194

64.9

177

62.8

147

66.8

153

83.6

Consultative Devices

73

24.4

1

0.4

9

4.1

5

2.6

Agent Avoiders

1

0.3

1

0.4

0

0

0

0

Understaters

41

13.7

43

15.2

7

3.2

8

4.2

Hedges

1

0.3

6

2.1

1

0.5

2

1.1

Downtoners

56

18.7

31

11

3

1.4

2

1.6

Minus Committers

6

4.7

0

4.3

3

2.3

0

0

Scopestaters

4

1.3

2

0.7

0

0

1

0.5

109

36.5

159

56.5

132

60

70

37

Politeness Markers
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With regard to the variables of status, distance and degree of imposition, these are only
significantly determinant in PA L1 and QOU L2 according to the regression analysis
(respectively, r = .186, p = .020 and .286, p = .000). The number of downgraders in BE L1,
QOU L2 and AAUJ L2 responses increases, though exclusively significantly in QOU L2 (r =
.207, p = .002) following the increasing status of the addressee (see table 8 below). PA L1
responses do not demonstrate a similar increase in the number of downgraders. The responses
in this group demonstrated the highest level of modification in equal status scenarios (S=H)
and made the least modification in low status ones (S<H).

Table 8: The use of downgraders according to status in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

High

3.12

1.46

2.14

1.05

2.06

1.32

2.61

1.05

Equal

3.26

1.43

2.59

1.09

2.38

1.41

2.75

1.21

Low

3.28

1.34

2.28

1.10

2.72

1.16

2.81

1.06

The amount of modification is proportional to the degree of solidarity between interlocutors
in the four groups (see table 9 below). The only groups that show significant correlations
between modification and degree of decreasing solidarity were QOU L2 and AAU L2
(respectively; r = .231, p = .001; 0.146, p = .045), followed by PA L1, though insignificantly
(r = .92, p = .125).
Table 9: The use of downgraders according to distance in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Familiar

3.13

1.22

2.19

1.12

2.05

1.40

2.59

1.20

Acquaintance

3.20

1.57

2.38

1.01

2.41

1.17

2.64

.92

Stranger

3.33

1.35

2.44

1.150

2.80

1.28

3.00

1.13

The degree of imposition plays a similar role in status and distance. If we are to consider the
L2 and L1 amount of modification, we would see a broader variation according to degree of
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imposition. PA L1 and QOU L2 show the highest degree of correlation between the amount
of downgrading and the degree of imposition, though only significantly in PA L1
(respectively, r =.113, p = .096 and .143. p = .016).
Table 10: Use of downgraders according to degree of imposition in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Non-Imposing

3.21

1.36

2.23

1.10

2.24

1.36

2.65

1.102

Imposing

3.24

1.45

2.56

1.06

2.54

1.27

2.78

1.12

Supportive Moves
Supportive moves, as stated earlier, are external to the head act, the nucleus of the utterance or
that part of the sequence which serves to realize the speech act force (Blum-Kulka and
Olshtain, 1989). L2 speakers use fewer supportive moves than L1 speakers do in both
languages. In accordance with other studies in interlanguage requests (c.f. Blum-Kulka and
Olshtain, 1986; Faerch and Kasper, 1989; Hassall, 2001; Woodfield and EconomidouKogetsidis, 2010 among others), grounders were found to be the most frequently used
supportive moves. One example of pragmatic transfer is in learners‟ preference for post-head
grounders given after the head act is performed. Following their L1 norms, L2 learners,
particularly AAUJ L2, used larger numbers of post-head grounders showing more deviation
from BE L1 requestive norms.
Table 11: Supportive moves in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

110

36.8

76

27

45

20.5

65

34.4

Perpetrators

8

2.7

14

5

11

5

5

2.6

Pre-head Grounders

99

33.1

79

28

31

14.1

34

18

Post-head Grounders

83

27.8

119

42.2

75

34.1

69

36.5

Disarmers

19

6.4

14

5

1

0.5

4

2.1

Thankfulness

10

3.3

6

2.1

5

2.3

3

1.6

Cost Minimizers

33

11

37

13.1

11

5

15

7.9

Apology

76

25.4

8

2.8

14

6.4

16

8.5

Alerters
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QOU L2 employed the smallest number of alerters (e.g. titles, the use of words and
expressions like sorry or if you please to attract attention):20.5% of the number of responses,
closely followed by PA L1 with 27% of the number of responses. BE L1 and AAUJ L2, on
the other hand, used very comparable numbers of alerters (respectively, 36.8% and 34.4% of
the general number of strategies in each group).
The use of supportive moves varies by status and distance of the interlocutors and the degree
of imposition. Status, distance, and imposition are more determinant in L1 responses (PA, r =
.552, p = .000; BE, r = .373, p = .000) than in L2 responses (QOU, r = .302, .000; AAU, r =
.352, p = .000) according to regression analysis. As can be seen from the table below, the
higher the status of the addressee in the four groups, the higher the number of supportive
moves (PA, r = .541, p = .000; BE, r =.372, p = .000; OU, r =.302, p = .000; AAU, r = .342, p
= .000). An instance of pragmatic transfer appears in the increasing number of supportive
moves following the hearer is increasing status in QOU L2 and PA L1. AAUJ L2 and BE L1
follow similar trends in their use of supportive moves according to the hearer‟s increasing
status. Table 12 below shows that while the number of supportive moves increases sharply in
communication with equals, it clearly declines in communication with high status
interlocutors (S<H).
Table 12: Use of supportive moves by status in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

High

.83

.74

.42

.52

.49

.64

.50

.60

Equal

1.76

1.15

1.22

.90

.98

.85

1.44

.93

Low

1.68

.85

1.81

.94

1.08

.79

1.28

.80

There was no significant correlation between the number of supportive moves and distance in
any of the groups except for BE L1 (r = -.180, p = .000). The degree of imposition, on the
other hand, did not show any similar evidence of pragmatic transfer to status as the four
groups use similar numbers of supportive moves in imposing and non-imposing scenarios.
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Table 13: Distribution of supportive moves by degree of imposition in L1 and L2

BE L1

PA L1

QOU L2

AAUJ L2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Non-Imposing

1.48

.97

1.11

1

.78

.72

.95

.84

Imposing

1.54

1.05

1.48

.96

.94

.85

1.21

.90

Discussion
From data analysis, pragmatic transfer is performed at the pragmalinguistic and
sociopragmatic levels. Pragmalinguistically, QOU L2 approximates PA L1 more than AAUJ
L2 does, particularly by level of indirectness and downgrading. AAUJ L2 learners showed
more awareness of the appropriateness of conventionally indirect strategies, which are less
direct than elliptical phrases and imperatives, the strategies favoured by QOU L2 learners.
Conventionally indirect strategies or preparatory conditions include conventionalized
requesting strategies, specifically permission, willingness, and ability (Blum-Kulka et al.,
1989). AAUJ L2 learners, preferring such strategies, try to play it safe. According to BlumKulka (1989), the performance of conventionally indirect strategies is both effective and
communicatively safe. To avoid face threats resulting from false choice of strategy, language
learners in this group show more awareness of the value of such structures. Other studies
concluded with similar findings: learners either increased their verbal output to ensure they
were very well understood (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 1986; cf. Kasper and Dahl 1991), or
strived for clarity and explicitness to avoid uncertainty (Barron, 2003).

Direct strategies, particularly imperatives, are an important part of QOU L2 performance of
requests. A possible explanation of direct strategies is that learners felt they were unable to
decide on the different situation variations and the appropriate formulas for making a request,
and so they favoured syntactically simpler, though less appropriate, formulas (Koike, 1995;
Hassall, 2000) such as imperatives and elliptical phrases driven by similar cultural
assumptions like positive politeness and meanings of solidarity (Abuarrah, 2013).

Modification exhibits pragmatic transfer in the use of downgraders and supportive moves.
QOU L2 is influenced more by PA L1 in the use of downgraders, particularly politeness
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markers. Following House (1989) and Faerch and Kasper (1989), learners prefer to use
politeness markers because they can be used both as politeness markers and as markers of
illocutionary force. Pragmatic transfer is explicit in the number of politeness markers used by
L2 learners. The overuse of politeness markers could be explained also with reference to the
learners‟ pragmalinguistic ability. According to Al-Ali and Alawneh (2010), the use of
politeness markers as extrasentential mitigators does not require a pragmalinguistic
competence higher than that required for using other downgraders like downtoners. The use
of explicit lexical downgraders, according to them, requires less psycholinguistic planning at
the syntactic level.
QOU and AAUJ L2 learners are found to under-use some downgraders, such as, understaters,
hedges and scopestaters. This could be attributed to several reasons. Learners may not have
enough of the required proficiency level to use the same range of lexical downgraders as L1
speakers in BE and PA L1 (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1986; Cenoz & Valencia, 1996, Al-Ali
and Alawneh, 2010). It might also be the case that learners insist more on the message form
than on content, which leads them to a less mitigated, yet more efficient requesting behaviour
(Su, 2010).
The use of alerters exposes some instances of pragmatics transfer in form and function of
certain formulas such as my teacher, my dear Dr, and my professor. The formula my+ title is
employed in some responses in PA L1, such as [muʕalimti] (my teacher) and [?ustaðti] (my
professor). Such formulas are considered by Tsuzuki et al. (2005) as benefit-request
expressions. This structure shows positive politeness, as more intimate strategy, and negative
politeness, as less imposing strategy, concurrently. Positive politeness is achieved by using
my to designate involvement and solidarity in order to motivate compliance. Negative
politeness, on the other hand, is achieved by using the formal titles teacher and professor in
order to save face and keep distance between interlocutors.
In preparators, PA L1 speakers usually describe their feelings and/or state of mind. One of the
most frequently used preparators in PA L1 is [wallahi ?ini miniħridʒ minak] (I am really
embarrassed). Some L2 responses tend to use very similar responses either by approximating
the formula given in L1 or by literally translating it, for example:
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a) In fact I am very shame (sic.), but can I ask you to lend me 20 pounds and I will give it
back when I get home.
b) Excuse me! I want to tell you something, but I feel embarrassed. I forgot my wallet while
hurrying in the morning, so could you lend me 20 pounds, I will bring them back as soon as
possible.

Conclusion
The data analysis and discussion suggest that students from both universities transfer their L1
pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic norms in their performance of requests, but the QOU
students did that to a larger extent. What has been stated as a problem right at the beginning
of the study, through the demarcation lines between open education and classical education,
has been proved as one factor explaining the differences between L2 speakers' performance of
requests. The differences between both groups of L2 learners could be attributed to the
different conditions of instruction as explicitly stated at the beginning of this research. The
findings of this research are expected to raise the awareness of both language learners and
language teachers of the possible cultural and linguistic differences between English and
Arabic. Face-to-face tutoring is still an indispensable part of language teaching and learning.
Though diagnostic in scope, the study has revealed the need for a more instructional approach
to teaching and learning to improve language proficiency through more face-to face meetings
in

distance

learning

contexts.

To

improve

learners

pragmalinguistic

and

sociopragmatic language awareness, QOU should consider curriculum design and
implementation of more interactive media. Planners and language teachers in both universities
are invited to take advantage of the findings of this research. That would help them find the
best teaching methodology, thus avoiding any potential weaknesses in learners‟ performance.
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Appendices
A: “Request” Situations (BE)
1. You are at a restaurant with your boss and colleagues, and you discover that you must have
left your wallet at home because you were rushing to get to the restaurant on time. You don‟t
have enough money to pay for your share of the bill and you are reluctant to ask your friend
for £20; of course you would pay the money back as soon as possible, but s/he had just been
complaining about his current cash flow problem. You mull it over in your mind for a while
and finally decide to ask your friend for money in order not to feel embarrassed in front of
your boss. You say:
2. You are discussing an assignment with your new supervisor, who has just moved to
your department in your university. It is the first time you have met him. He speaks very
fast and uses a lot of technical terms that you don‟t understand. Unfortunately, you can‟t catch
up with everything he says, yet you can‟t just drop the subject as he is talking about material
to be included in the final exam. You feel self-conscious about interrupting him, but as you
are becoming increasingly worried about failing the exam, you decide to ask him to slow
down.
3. You have to hand in your assignment paper within two days; however, you don‟t feel very
well. So you want to call your professor, who you know very well, and ask her to extend
your paper deadline for one or two days more. You say:
4. You are attending a lecture when you find that you have run out of paper and you need to
take some important notes. You ask your friend, Harry, for some spare paper but he doesn‟t
have any either. On looking behind you, you notice a new classmate who has just transferred
to your department. You don‟t know her name but you need some paper, so you have no
choice but to ask her for some. You say:
5. You are a team leader and working on a new project when you get an urgent phone call
from a friend. You really need to take a note and a phone number but don‟t have a pen. A
couple of girls who joined your team very recently have a pen on their table. You really
need that pen and decide to interrupt them and ask if you can borrow it. You say:
6. You are sitting in a cinema with a group of friends. Some of them are sitting in a row in
front of you. One of your friend‟s best friends, an acquaintance, is blocking your view.
You are trying hard to watch the film, but he is completely blocking your view. You say:
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7. You are giving private tuition to a female teenager who you know very well in the
subject you are studying at university. Because you have been explaining things to her for 30
minutes, you are feeling thirsty, getting a dry a mouth. You ask your student for a glass of
water, you say:
8. You are a fourth-year student and have been asked to speak to a class of new students on
your course about what the course is all about. You only have half an hour to explain
everything; that‟s why you get annoyed when the mobile phone of one of the male students,
who you have met for the first time, rings for several times. You say:
9. You made an appointment with your dentist to have your teeth polished. There was no
other available time, however the time slot you were allocated coincides with your three-hour
lecture and so you may have to leave an hour earlier. You ask your professor (female) who
has just been teaching you only for one week for permission. You say:

B: Request (PA)
,ُبعجّ ثبنهغخ انذاسخخٚ  أسخٕ أٌ رزفؼم\٘ ثًمء انفشاؽ ثًب,خٛ ثؼ َذ قشاءرك نكم يٕقف يٍ انًٕاقف انزبن.نت
َ ض٘ انطبٚػض
. رهك انًٕاقفٙحً ثًب قهزّ ف/ً ٔيغزششذا,حً يٕاقف يشبثٓخ زذثذ يؼك/ًيغززكشا
ْ
ٍذ َيغ ٔازذ يٛ أنزقٙ انزكغٙ ٔف. اندبيؼخٙػشح َكًبٌ َض عبػخ ف
 أَُب.1
َ ش؛ ػشبٌ ِػُذ٘ ُيسبٛح كث/كُذ ِيغزؼدم
ُ
ْ َْ َٙكشد إ
ْ  إر َزٙخشح انزكغ
ذٛغ
ِ  ٔأَب ثَسبٔل أَدفغ أ.ٙهخ كبٌ قب ِػذ ثِ َدُجَٕٚ ثَُِفظ انزَخَ ظُضْ ِيٍ فزشح ؽٙ ثِذسُط َيؼُٙصيالئ
ثؼشف
ِ َك ثْٛ  ٔثؼذ,ٙهَٛ ٍْ أألخشح ِيٍ صَيٚ أ ّدَّٙش زم إال إٛ إنظبْش يف. ذٛ انجٙ فَٙيسفظز
ِ  آنًشكهّ إَُّ اَب.بْبٚشخؼهُٕا إ
ٌ كبٙ ٔانه, قذاو انشكبةٙأزشج ََفغ
٘ ثظ كًبٌ أَب يب ثَذ, ػُٓبٙهٛسكًٛب كبٌ ثٚخ طؼجخ؛ ػهشبٌ ْ َٕ داٚأٔػبػخ انًبد
ِ
:ٙهٛ فقهذ نضي, اندبيؼخٙيُٓى أُعزبر٘ ف
,َّ ثِغُشػٙ آنًشكهّ إَّ آالعزبر ثِسك.ِ يؼبِ ألٔل َيشٙ آنذائشِ ثهزقٙذ ػُب فٚ أَب ثَُبقِش ثِ ًَششٔع آنزَخشج يغ آعزبر خذ.2
ْ ثؼش
ّخ آألُعزبر يٓىٛ ثسكْٙ ّ ٔثُفظْ آنٕقذ إن,ُّ ثَظ آَب يش زبثت آقبؽؼ,ف َيؼُبْب
َ  يبّٙش يٍ انًظطهسبد إنٛغزَخ ِذو اكثِٛٔث
:  فقهذ,ٌكٌٕ يٍ أَعئهَخ آإليزسبٚ ٍ ٔ ُيً ِك,شٛكث
-

 انًطهٕة خاللَْٙٓ َ شبػش ثزؼت ٔيٍ انظؼت أَٙ ٔنكٍ انًشكهّ إ,ٍ عبػخٚالصو أعهّى ٔسقخ ثَسث ِخالل أسث َغ ٔ ِػشش
ِ .3
مٛ ٔأَؽهُتْ ِيُُٓب رأخ,رُٛش يٛ ثؼشفٓب كثٙ يغ أعزبرد انًبدح انهٙك أَب شؼشد إَخ الصو أزكْٛ ٌ ػَشب,شحْٛبنفزشح انقظ
: فَقهذ.ٍٕٛيٕٚٔو أٚ ٙآنًٕػذ إنُٓبئ
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 .4أَب زبنٛبً ثًسبػشح ف ٙاندبيؼخٔ ,ؽهت آألعزبر يٍ انطالة إَٓى ٚكزجٕا آنًالزظبد آنًٕخٕدح ػهٗ آنهٕذ؛ إلَٓب يًٓخ
كثٛش .انًشكهّ إَّ يب يؼ ٙأٔساق فبػٔ ,ّٛدفزش انًالزظبد يهٛبٌ .ؽهجذ يٍ صيٛه ٙأٔساق فبػٛخ ,كًبٌ ْٕ٘ يب يؼّ.
ٔأَب ثسبٔل االق ٙزذ ٚغبػذَ ,ٙنقٛذ ؽبنجخ خذٚذِ ف ٙانزخظض أٔل يشح ثشٕفٓب ,ثظ أَب ُيؼظش أؽهت يُٓب شٕٚخ أٔساق,
فقهذ:
-

ػشٔس ّٚيٍ
 .5أَب َسئٛظ\ح نَدُِخ ؽُالثٛخٔ ,ثشزغم ػهٗ يششٔع خبص ثبندبيؼخ يغ يدًٕػخ يٍ انطالة .إخزُ ٙيكبنًّ َ
ٔازذ يٍ أطذقبئٔ ,ٙكبٌ الصو أَكزُتْ ُيالزظخ ُي ًِٓخٔ ,أعدم سقى رَهَ ْ
ػشٔس٘ .ثظ انًشكهّ يب يؼ ٙقهى .ف ٙؽبنجزٍٛ
فٌٕ َ
ؼ ْ
ً ٍٛنهًدًٕػخ انه ٙاَب يغؤٔل ػُٓب يٍ فزشح قظٛشحٔ,أَب ثؼشفٓى يؼشفخ عطسٛخ قبػذاد ػهٗ أزذ انًقبػذ ٔقذايٍٓ
ا َْ َ
قهى .فقهذ:
 .6أَب ف ٙانؼبدح ثَهزق ٙيغ ثَؼغْ أَط ِذقبئ ٙف ٙانكفزٛشٚب ٔقذ انغذا ,كبٌ ػهٗ آنزهفض ٌٕٚآنًٕخٕد ف ٙانكفزٛشٚب خجش يٓى .أَب
ْ
أشٕف ِيُ ّْ انخجش ,فقهذ:
ٔازذ يٍ أطذقبء اخٕ٘ انكجٛش ٔاقف قذائ ,ٙيش قب ِدس
سبٔل أشٕف آنزهفض ,ٌٕٚثظ آنًشكهخ إَّ ِ
ثَ ِ

-

 .7أَب ؽبنت\ح عُخ ساثؼخ ٔخشٚح\ح ْزا انفظم اَشبء هللا .اَب ثذسّط ؽبنجخ رٕخ ٙٓٛثؼشفٓب كثٛش ٔيُٛر َفظ انًبدح انّٙ
ثَذسُعٓب ف ٙآندبيؼخ .ػشبٌ إنّ ٙثششذ أكثش يٍ َض عبػخ ,شؼشد ثبنؼطشٔ ,ثذ٘ أؽهت كبعخ ي ّ ,ٙفقهذ:
 .8أَب ؽبنت/ح عُخ ساثؼخٔ ,اَطهت يُ ٙأزك ٙنَجؼغ آنطهجخ آندذد ػٍ يسزٕٖ ثؼغ انًٕاد انًطهٕثّ يُٓى ف ٙآنزخظض.
آنًشكهخ إَٕ يب يؼ ٙإال َض عبػخ ززٗ أ َٔػِّ ر كم ش ٔ ٙف ٙكثٛش يٍ األشٛبء نِ َغّ يب يشٚذ ػهٓٛبٔ .ازذ يٍ انطالة اندذد
ثشٕفّ إلٔل يشح سٌ خٕانّ أكثش يٍ يشِ ,فكبٌ األيش ف ّٛرؼٛغ ٔقذ كثٛش ٔيضػح خذا ثبنُغجخ إن ,ٙفقهذ:

-

 .9ف ٙػُذ٘ َيٕ ِػذ يغ دُكزٕس األعُبٌ ,ثظ انًشكهّ إَّ ْزا انًٕػذ ثزؼبسع يغ آنًسبػشح آنٕزٛذِ ف ٙاألُعجٕع يٍ

انغبػخ( ٔ )4-1أَب الصو أغبدس انًسبػشح انغبػخ( ,)3أ٘ قجم َٓبٚزٓب ثغبػخ ,ػهٗ شبٌ ْٛك قشسد أزك ٙيغ يذسعخ
انًبدحٔ ,اؽهت يُٓب ارٌ يغبدسح قجم َٓبٚخ انًسبػشح ثغبػخ  ,فقهذ:
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